
Vukovar: Third Session of Croatian Government's Council for Croats Abroad 

 

Networking and Deepening Ties 

 

Milas thanked the members of the advisory body for their work, efforts, goodwill and engagement, 

but above all for their selfless devotion to their Croatian homeland – a love no distance or passage of 

time can dim 

 

The 3rd meeting of Government's Council for Croats Abroad was held in Vukovar from the 9th to 10th 

of December 2016 with the objective of improving and bolstering cooperation between the country 

and ethnic Croatians living abroad. 

Care for the Croatians of Bosnia-Herzegovina as a constitutive and equal nation, care for indigenous 

Croatian minority communities in neighbouring and nearby countries, the affirmation of emigrant 

Croatian communities and the return of Croatian emigrants are the strategic missions of this 

government, said Zvonko Milas, state secretary at the State Office for Croats Abroad. "Recognising 

the importance, contributions and potential of Croats living abroad in the business sector, research 

and culture, and in the establishment and defence of our homeland, we will implement targeted 

measures and pro-active policies in working towards better networking, the deepening of ties and 

the integration of Croatians outside the country in the nation's societal and political life, and will also 

work in parallel on raising awareness among Croatians in and outside the country of the importance 

of this cooperation, these ties and cohesion," Milas said. He also thanked the members of the 

advisory body for their work, efforts, goodwill and engagement, but above all for their selfless 

devotion to their Croatian homeland – a love no distance or passage of time can dim. 

 

Concrete measures and activities 

The advisory body's chairman Nevenko Herceg expressed his conviction in the readiness of Croatian 

Government to act and undertake concrete measures and activities when it comes to the issue of 

Croats abroad and noted this government's comprehension of the needs and importance of 

Croatians living abroad. 

Concrete proposals were adopted at the session that will contribute to bolstering the ties between 

homeland and emigrant Croatia. Among other matters it was resolved that there should be firmer 

collaboration in the areas of education and science with ensured enrolment quotas at Croatian 

universities for ethnic Croatian students living abroad and that scholarships should be provided for 

students coming from the indigenous Croatian minority communities and Croatian emigrant 

communities during their studies in Croatia. The council members underlined the importance of the 

learning and teaching of Croatian language and culture around the world and, in this regard, 

proposed the opening of new instructorships such as the one active at the university in the Romanian 

city of Temišvar (Timişoara). 

Considering the economic potential of Croatians living abroad it was proposed that a global Croatian 

business network be created to contribute to the networking of entrepreneurs and businesspeople 

of Croatian extraction around the world, and to encourage their interest for investment in Croatia. It 



was also highlighted that there is great potential in the collaboration of Croatian communities in the 

frame of the many programmes provided through EU funds. In this regard it was proposed that 

workshops, seminars and publications be used to strengthen this collaboration, which will result in 

concrete joint projects that will contribute to better networking and to the preservation of Croatia's 

cultural and natural heritage. 

 

The importance of the great potential of Croatians abroad 

The meeting of the advisory body noted the importance of the great potential of Croatians abroad in 

the demographic renewal of the country through the encouragement of the return of Croatian 

emigrants and their descendants. The council underlined the need to facilitate the acquisition of 

Croatian citizenship and the resolution of other status issues. The need to introduce e-voting was 

also emphasised to ensure that Croatian nationals living abroad are provided their constitutionally 

guaranteed right to vote at elections. 

The council expressed its strong support for Croatian Government in its efforts and the activities it is 

undertaking to present the facts when it comes to the Homeland War, in pushing back on attempts 

to portray the defence of our newly won independence as somehow illegitimate, in providing full 

(legal and material) aid to all Croatian veterans facing such accusations and in bringing an end to the 

further persecution of those who defended the country. 

Croatian Prime Minister Andrej Plenković sat in on the first day of the meeting with a message to the 

representatives of the Croatian communities around the world that Croatian Government is open to 

all suggestions and proposals and that it wishes to continue cooperation in a spirit of partnership and 

to improve networking with Croatians living abroad. 

 

The status of Croatians in Bosnia-Herzegovina 

"What is very important to us, as you have seen in this government's programme, is the status of 

Croatians in Bosnia-Herzegovina. This policy of supporting Bosnia-Herzegovina on its road to 

European integration processes will be at the core of our relationship over the coming four years," 

Plenković said, expressing his hope that this Croatian policy towards Bosnia-Herzegovina will be 

supported by our partners in the EU. "We are aware of all that the Croatian emigrant communities 

have done for Croatia in the economic, humanitarian and other aspects. It is important that you 

achieve quality cooperation with the Croatian diplomatic offices in the places you live," Plenković 

told the meeting. 

He noted that Croatian Parliament had twelve MPs in the 1990s representing the emigrant (diaspora) 

communities, but that amendments to the Constitution in 2010 had reduced that number to three 

delegates. Plenković said he was well aware of the shortcomings associated with voting at our 

embassies, saying that there would need to be work in the future on technological solutions that 

would bring the vote to the greatest possible number of enfranchised emigrants. "I think that this is a 

topic that bears deliberation because the situation as it presently stands is in my opinion unjust. Too 

few vote and I am not convinced that this is reflective of any real drop in the level of interest in the 

political life of the homeland," Plenković said. 

The members of the advisory council also met with President Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović, who took the 

opportunity to present Vukovar mayor Ivan Penava with a donation from Canadian Croatians for the 



renovation of the city's water tower. President Grabar-Kitarović addressed the members of the 

council, saying that their first mission in Croatia was to engender a feeling among citizens that they 

have a secure future here, that we are a place that accepts those different from us and in which 

everyone will feel safe and protected. 

 

Our own strengths and potential 

Saying that she felt that Croatia's burning problem now is a demographic drop, the decline in natality 

and the emigration of citizens in search of better prospects, the president said that without a labour 

force and youth remaining in Croatia, not leaving it, there would be no new job creation in the 

future. "Our first priority, then, has to be to keep young people here, especially here in Vukovar," 

Grabar-Kitarović said, underlining that we all have to work together to create a new Croatia that will 

be better in all respects. "I believe in Croatia," she said, adding that she was in favour of education 

reform. 

Noting that she was aware that many Croatian emigrants feel disappointed in view of their 

expectations of the homeland, the president said she felt that Croatia needed the experience of 

other systems in order to improve and that we need to learn to trust in our own strengths and 

potential. 

State secretary Zvonko Milas joined the members of the advisory council in paying their respects to 

those who fell in the defence of the nation during the Homeland War. 

The council is comprised of representatives of Croatian communities from around the world and, 

together with representatives of bodies of the national administration and institutions, the Catholic 

Church and civil society organisations in the homeland, are charged with the mission of assisting 

Croatian Government in creating and implementing policy, activities and programmes related to 

Croatians abroad. 
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